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Description of the Issue Program Date Time Duration Description of the Episode
1.  Wellness, Healthy
Living & Covid-19

Real People Real
Voices

7/05/20;
7/10/20

5:30PM;
9:00PM

30 min. Hosts James Jackson & Dr. Wayne Moore talk with guest Dr. Virginia
Caine, Director of the Marion County Public Health Department.
Today's discussion focuses on updating viewers regarding Covid-19.

The 700 Club 7/15/2020 10:00AM;
8:00PM

60 min. "Quench Covid-19 Strongholds by Improving Immune
Function/Eyesight".  The human body should run like a well-oiled
machine, but when things become inflamed, symptoms arise.
"America's Pharmacist", Suzy Cohen, teaches how to reduce
inflammation and stop COVID-19 in its tracks.

Inside Indy 7/26/2020 11:30 PM 30 min. Host Kelly Vaughn talks with guest Brandon Mann, owner of The
Weight Room in Hamilton County.  The topic of discussion centers
around the increasing rates of obesity, diabetes, and heart disease
among Hoosiers and the variety of fitness classes offered by TWR to
address these health issues.

Inside Indy 8/23/2020;
9/13/20

11:30 PM 30 min. Host Kelly Vaughn talks with guest Brittney Landrum, Aerial Fit to
Fly Fitness Instructor at the Hamilton County Sports Complex.  The
topic of discussion centers around the increasing rates of
hypertension, diabetes, heart disease and stroke, and the role that
exercise (especially, high intensity-low impact workouts) can play in
managing these health issues.
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Real People Real
Voices

9/06/20;
9/11/20

5:30PM;
9:00PM

30 min. Hosts James Jackson & Dr. Wayne Moore talk with guest Katara
McCarty, Life Coach, Author, and Podcast Host.  Today's discussion
focuses on EXHALE, the first emotional well-being app designed by
Ms. McCarty specifically for Black, Indigenous, Women of Color
(BIWOC), inspiring self-care, mindfulness and rest.  This app was
created in response to the ongoing police brutality,
microaggression, and negative health statistics faced by the black
and brown communities.

2.  Marriage, Family &
Parenting

The 700 Club 7/12/2020 10:00AM;
8:00PM

60 min. "100 At-Home Activities for Kids this Summer".  Experienced mother
and grandmother, Susan Alexander Yates, shares 100 at-home ideas
to keep your kids busy.  No matter their ages—toddlers, middle
years, or teens—specific summer survival activities are provided for
the whole family.  Plus, creative ideas for grandparents to stay
connected with their grandkids.

Inside Indy 8/9/2020 11:30 PM 30 min. Pets can make great additions to a family.  Host Kelly Vaughn talks
with guest Megan Bousley of the Humane Society for Hamilton
County.  The topic of discussion centers around the surrendering,
adopting and fostering of pets, training and behavioral support for
your furry family member, fundraising and donations, volunteering,
their low cost spay-neuter clinic next door, and more.

The 700 Club 8/21/2020 10:00AM;
8:00PM

60 min. "How to Social Media the Right Way".  Social Media is a part of our
daily life, having the power to greatly impact our relationships for
better or worse.  In his new book, "A Way with Words", Pastor
Daniel Darling reveals how we can engage on social media
platforms in a manner that shows grace, respect, and wisdom
towards others.
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Real People Real
Voices

8/23/2020;
8/28/2020

5:30 PM;
9:00 PM

30 min. A well-maintained home provides security and peace of mind for
the whole family.  Hosts James Jackson & Dr. Wayne Moore talk
with guest Gene Hairston, Owner of Northside Window & Gutter
Cleaning.  Today's discussion focuses on the various home services
provided by NWGC and why they are important to the longevity and
value of your home.

Inside Indy 9/6/2020 11:30 PM 30 min. Host Kelly Vaughn talks with guests Carol Applegate, Esq. and Lisa
Dillman, Esq. of Applegate & Dillman Elder Law.  The topic of
discussion centers around the transition of Applegate Elder Law to
Applegate & Dillman Elder Law as these female attorneys joined
forces to better meet the needs of elders and their families with
advocacy and compassion.  This new partnership will allow the law
firm to serve a greater number of families and have a broader reach
in the State of Indiana.

The 700 Club 9/11/2020 10:00 AM;
8:00 PM

60 min. "Helping Kids Hear the Voice of God".  To help young readers along
their faith journey, Pastor and long-time author Mark Batterson
teamed up with his daughter, Summer, to write their new book,
"God Speaks in Whispers".  'Children have questions about
everything around them.  They see their parents' concerns and
might be afraid and in need of reassurance.  Knowing that God
cares about their needs and is waiting to comfort them, makes all
the difference.  This book helps bring them peace by showing them
that God is all around them, even in the gentle whispers.  As a
parent, there is no greater privilege or responsibility than helping
our kids hear the voice of God.'
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3. Entertainment/ Culture
& Community Events

Real People Real
Voices

7/3/2020 5:30 PM;
9:00 PM

30 min. Hosts James Jackson & Dr. Wayne Moore talk with guest Robert
Jackson, Author & National Speaker with STANDUP Inc.  Today's
discussion focuses on the "No More Excuses Virtual Conference" to
be held July 24, 2020 with it's inspirational speaker(s) and college
scholarship awards for male high school students in the local
community.

Inside Indy 7/19/2020 11:30 PM 30 min. Host Kelly Vaughn talks with guest David Craig Starkey, General
Director of the Indianapolis Opera Company.  The topic of
discussion centers around the Covid-19 pandemic, its continued toll
on the Indianapolis arts community, and the Opera Company's
response to the fallout of the pandemic by providing educational
programming throughout the state of Indiana via e-learning opera
videos and materials.

Real People Real
Voices

8/30/2020;
9/04/2020

5:30 PM;
9:00 PM

30 min. Hosts James Jackson & Dr. Wayne Moore talk with guest James
"Mackie" Jones, Chef and Co-owner of His Place Eatery in
Indianapolis.  Today's discussion focuses on the history of this Indy
A-List soul food restaurant, the inspiration behind it's unique menu,
and the pro's and con's of navigating a food business through the
current pandemic.

Inside Indy 9/20/2020 11:30 PM 30 min. Host Kelly Vaughn talks with guest Karen Kennedy, Author of
"Hamilton County Food; from Casual Grub to Gastropubs".  The
topic of discussion centers around Ms. Kennedy's new book, which
traces the history of food in Hamilton County from the time of inns
and traverns through Prohibition and the diners of the '50s, to the
County's farm-to-table movement, independently-owned
establishments and culinary superstars of today.
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4.  Local Churches & Faith-
based Initiatives

Inside Indy 7/26/2020 11:30 PM 30 min. Host Kelly Vaughn talks with guest Shaune Shelby, Pastor at
Ebenezer Baptist Church in Indianapolis.  The topic of discussion
centers around EBC's mission, the importance of it's new Carmel
location and, more broadly, diversity in the church.

Inside Indy 8/9/2020 11:30 PM 30 min. Host Kelly Vaughn talks with guest Keith Kunda, Pastor at Legacy
Bible Church in Noblesville.  The topic of discussion centers around
LBC's expansion and overcoming initial opposition to their plans for
a new church home in Fishers, with construction scheduled to begin
in mid-August.

5.  Business, Employment
& the Workplace

Inside Indy 8/2/2020 11:30 PM 30 min. Host Kelly Vaughn talks with guests Kathy Bernhardt, Managing
Director at Tangram, and Tiffany Hanson, Community Outreach
Consultant for Luna Language Services.  Tangram is a local nonprofit
which supports individuals with disabilities and specializes in
helping businesses embrace disability inclusion programs.  Luna
Language Services is an organization that provides translation and
interpretation services, including American Sign Language in the
workplace.  These local organizations are partnering to host an
event in mid-September, along with speakers from Gatorade
PepsiCo and Citizens Energy, which will focus on overcoming
communication barriers in the workplace.
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Inside Indy 8/26/2020 11:30 PM 30 min. Host Kelly Vaughn talks with guests Emil Ekiyor, Founder of
InnoPower and Robert Shegog, President/CEO of the Indianapolis
Recorder Newspaper and Indiana Minority Business Magazine.  The
topic of discussion centers on the economic impact of 2020 and
how recovery from the current downturn could take longer than the
last crisis, especially for the local minority business community.
Collaboration, support, and change are imperative more than ever
before.

6.  Community
Initiatives/Outreach
Services

Inside Indy 7/05/20;
7/12/20

11:30 PM 30 min. Host Kelly Vaughn talks with guests Cathy Huff, Board Member of
YouCanFreeUs and President of Fetch Consulting, and Sujo John,
World Trade Center survivor and counselor for human trafficking
victims.  The topic of discussion centers around the current state of
human trafficking and ways to get involved in the fight. (Parts 1 & 2
of 2-part Episode.)

Real People Real
Voices

8/9/20;
8/14/20

5:30PM;
9:00PM

30 min. Hosts James Jackson & Dr. Wayne Moore talk with guest Gary
Gibson, President & CEO of the Martin Center Sickle Cell Initiative.
Today's discussion focuses on the work of MCSCI, which advocates
for and provides support services to individuals with Sickle Cell
Disease, as well as help educate the local community.  Discussion
also includes the upcoming Virtual Sickle Cell 5K Walk this month
and other ways individuals can help MCSCI.
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Inside Indy 8/16/2020 11:30 PM 30 min. Host Kelly Vaughn talks with guest Regina Smith, Executive Director
of Independent Adult Day Centers.  The topic of discussion centers
around IADC's various client services such as counseling, daily
exercise programs, daily health monitoring, and physical therapy.
Assistance provided by IADC helps relieve the adult caregiver of
their daily duties, while ensuring the client still receives proper care,
social interaction, and a structured daily routine in a safe, home-like
environment.

Inside Indy 8/23/2020;
9/13/20

11:30PM 30 min. Host Kelly Vaughn talks with guest London H. Dixon Jr., Deacon with
Greater Morning Star MBC.  The topic of discussion centers around
the history of the African-American Community in Indianapolis and
GMS MBC's Annual Black History Program. This year's theme
"Celebrating the Youth of the Movement", includes speakers,
performers, concerts, etc.

Inside Indy 8/30/2020 11:30 PM 30 min. Host Kelly Vaughn talks with guest Amy Smith, Volunteer Crisis
Intervention Specialist with Families First Crisis and Suicide Hotline.
The topic of discussion centers around FF's free confidential 24/7
Crisis Line and the organization's ongoing mission to provide mental
health counseling, education, crisis intervention, and other support
for individuals who need help dealing with issues that are tough to
tackle alone.
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7.  Community Response
to Covid-19

Inside Indy 7/19/2020 11:30 PM 30 min. Host Kelly Vaughn talks with guest David Craig Starkey, General
Director of the Indianapolis Opera Company.  The topic of
discussion centers around the Covid-19 pandemic, its continued toll
on the Indianapolis arts community, and the Opera Company's
response to the fallout of the pandemic by providing educational
programming throughout the state of Indiana via e-learning opera
videos and materials.

Inside Indy 7/19/2020 11:30 PM 30 min. Host Kelly Vaughn talks with guests Lisa Murrell, Executive Director,
and Alycia Washington, Online Teacher, both with the Academy of
Arts and Creative Minds.  The topic of discussion centers around the
Covid-19 pandemic and the Academy's transition to a virtual
summer camp and e-learning platform for children with it's Fine
Arts, Music, Theatre, and Young Entrepreneurs classes.

Real People Real
Voices

8/02/20;
8/07/20

5:30PM;
9:00PM

30 min. Hosts James Jackson & Dr. Wayne Moore talk with guest Kerry
Forestal, Sheriff with the Marion County Sheriff's Department.
Today's discussion focuses on the Department's response to Covid-
19 and the steps taken to protect both personnel and inmates at
the Marion County Jail.
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Inside Indy 9/27/2020 11:30 PM 30 min. Host Kelly Vaughn talks with guest Major Marc Johnson, Indiana
Divisional Commander of The Salvation Army.  The topic of
discussion centers around the increase in services provided to the
surrounding communities by TSA in response to the Covid-19
pandemic and the organization's decision to get an early start on
their Annual Holiday Fundraising Campaign in hopes of rescuing
Christmas.

8.  Education & Youth
Programs

Inside Indy 7/19/2020 11:30 PM 30 min. Host Kelly Vaughn talks with guests Lisa Murrell, Executive Director,
and Alycia Washington, Online Teacher, both with the Academy of
Arts and Creative Minds.  The topic of discussion centers around the
Covid-19 pandemic and the Academy's transition to a virtual
summer camp and e-learning platform for children with it's Fine
Arts, Music, Theatre, and Young Entrepreneurs classes.

Inside Indy 8/16/2020 11:30 PM 30 min. Host Kelly Vaughn talks with guest LaTonya Turner, newly promoted
Dean of the Fred S. Klipsch Educators College at Marian University.
The topic of discussion centers around Dr. Turner's vision for the
College, including undergraduate and graduate academic and
student support initiatives, college accreditation, school expansion,
and various other responsibilties in her capacity as member of the
President's Cabinet and as liason for the Klipsch College Board of
Visitors.  Dr. Turner is also the first African-American Dean in
Marian University's history.
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Real People Real
Voices

8/16/2020;
8/21/2020

5:30 PM;
9:00 PM

30 min. Hosts James Jackson & Dr. Wayne Moore talk with guest Dr. Sean
Huddleston, President of the Martin University Center for Racial
Equity and Inclusion.  Today's discussion focuses on the mission of
MUC, Martin WORKS, and the Hi-Flex Model, all of which focus on
leading institutional efforts that create conditions of success for non-
traditional students and those who have been historically under-
represented and under-served.

Real People Real
Voices

9/06/20;
9/11/20

5:30PM;
9:00PM

30 min. Hosts James Jackson & Dr. Wayne Moore talk with guest Taran
Richardson, Class of 2020 "Standout Graduate" of the Charles A.
Tindley Accelerated High School.  Today's discussion focuses on a
few of this young man's educational and extracurricular
achievements as he looks towards the future.  Taran also has the
unique distinction of having been offered over $2 million dollars in
college scholarships and accepted by 65 colleges and 23 historical
black universities.

Inside Indy 9/6/2020 11:30 PM 30 min. Host Kelly Vaughn talks with guests Robert Barber, Executive
Director and Jay Geshay, Board Member of The BASE Indianapolis.
The topic of discussion centers around this organization, whose
methodology combines exceptional youth baseball and softball
training and competition with academic and career resources that
empower student-athletes to achieve their full potential both on
and off the field.  Originally founded in Boston 7 years ago, The
BASE Indianapolis is new to Indiana.
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Real People Real
Voices

9/20/20;
9/25/20

5:30PM;
9:00PM

30 min. Hosts James Jackson & Dr. Wayne Moore talk with guest Angela
Adams, Director of the Department of Student Success at Martin
University.  Today's discussion centers around the focus of DSS and
their available resources, the degree programs offered by MU at
large, and the University's upcoming Fall registration events for new
and returning students.

9.  Crime, Legal Issues &
Safety

Real People Real
Voices

7/12/20;
7/17/20

5:30 PM;
9:00 PM

30 min. Hosts James Jackson & Dr. Wayne Moore talk with local Attorney
Nathaniel Lee of Lee, Cossell & Crowley, LLP.  Today's discussion
focuses on Attorney Lee's nomination for President of the National
Bar Association and how the potential relationship would positively
affect police reform and criminal justice in the local community.

Inside Indy 9/20/2020 11:30 PM 30 min. Host Kelly Vaughn talks with guest Doug Kouns of Veracity IIR.  The
topic of discussion centers around important safety and security
measures needed by religious institutions and houses of worship to
help mitigate the impact of increasing numbers of violent incidents
against church congregations and facilities.

10.  Social Issues/Reform
& Politics

Real People Real
Voices

7/12/20;
7/17/20

5:30 PM;
9:00 PM

30 min. Hosts James Jackson & Dr. Wayne Moore talk with local Attorney
Nathaniel Lee of Lee, Cossell & Crowley, LLP.  Today's discussion
focuses on Attorney Lee's nomination for President of the National
Bar Association and how the potential relationship would positively
affect police reform and criminal justice in the local community.
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Real People Real
Voices

7/19/20;
7/24/20;
7/26/20;
7/31/20

5:30 PM;
9:00 PM

30 min. Hosts James Jackson & Dr. Wayne Moore talk with Kendale Adams,
Deputy Chief of the Indianapolis Police Department.  Today's
discussion focuses on the IMPD's use of body cams and the impact
that has on both community policing and police reform.

Inside Indy 8/2/2020 11:30 PM 30 min. Host Kelly Vaughn talks with guests Robert Stevenson and Patrick
Taylor, members of the Christian gospel singing group "Zion’s Joy of
Indiana".  The topic of discussion centers around the group's
defense of their music video, "What Would Heaven Look Like",
which focuses on the need for more love, harmony, and
inclusiveness in the world.  The video received 10,000 views before
Facebook's scanning system pulled it off the social media platform
for political reasons in connection with it's footage of the 2018
Charlottesville protests.  Facebook reposted the music video with
an apology for it's mistake, after a New York Time's article made the
controversy public and an actual human being subsequently
reviewed the music video for content.

The 700 Club 8/5/2020 10:00 AM;
8:00 PM

60 min. "Connecting to a Greater Story".  In his new book, "A Greater Story:
My Rescue, Your Purpose, and Our Place in God's Plan", author Sam
Collier shares how to close the racial divide through authentic
relationships, learning to speak one another's language, and
listening for understanding.  Each of us is living a story - the story of
our life.  When your story connects with God's story, it leads to a
greater story.  You activate the promises that God has made for
those who seek His will.
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Inside Indy 8/26/2020 11:30 PM 30 min. Host Kelly Vaughn talks with guest Richard Samuels, Executive
Director of The Growing Indy Group.  The topic of discussion centers
around the work and vision of TGIG, their thoughts re: $100 million
given to The Urban League, the defacing of the Indianapolis Black
Lives Matter mural, identifying who's suffering the most in the local
black community, and the reasons behind the extensive violence
and death.

Real People Real
Voices

9/13/20;
9/18/20

5:30PM;
9:00PM

30 min. Hosts James Jackson & Dr. Wayne Moore talk with guest Myla
Eldridge, Marion County Clerk and Deputy Director for Elections
with the Marion County Election Board.  Today's discussion focuses
on voter registration in the upcoming Presidential election and Ms.
Eldridge's priority as the first African-American Clerk of Marion
County to ensure that all local residents have access to voting and
increased government service options.

Real People Real
Voices

9/27/2020 5:30PM 30 min. Hosts James Jackson & Dr. Wayne Moore talk with guest Khrisma
McMurray, Candidate for the 2020 Metropolitan School Board
Election in Warren Township.  Today's discussion focuses on Ms.
McMurray's campaign and her vision that the future school board
reflect the diversity of Warren Township, have an intentional and
equitable vision for the school district which includes maximizing
the opportunities available to it's students, and one that properly
invests in the district's staff and families.
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Inside Indy 9/27/2020 11:30 PM 30 min. Host Kelly Vaughn talks with guest Katie Blair, Director of Advocacy
& Public Policy with the ACLU of Indiana.  The topic of discussion
centers around Indiana State Law and the ACLUI's "Yes! You Can
Vote!" campaign, particularly as they relate to the voting rights of
previously incarcerated individuals.

11.  Divine Intervention/
Spiritual Inspiration/
Godly Heritage

The 700 Club 7/6/2020 10:00AM;
8:00PM

60 min. "America, the Land of Faith and Miracles".  William J. Federer,
Author, TV Show Host, and Founder of AmeriSearch, Inc., a
publishing company dedicated to the historical
research/preservation of America's heritage, shares the miraculous
stories in American history where God intervened.

The 700 Club 7/13/2020 10:00AM;
8:00PM

60 min. "Pat Robertson Discusses New Book Release: 'I Have Walked With
the Living God'".  In this heartwarmingly honest account, "I Have
Walked With the Living God", Pat Robertson, Founder of the
Christian Broadcasting Network, gives one an inside look at his life
and legacy, and shares about the power that dwells behind what’s
visible.  Robertson lays bare his deepest feelings about a God who
brings miracles into the daily lives of those who trust Him.
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The 700 Club 8/3/2020 10:00AM;
8:00PM

60 min. "Phil Robertson Proclaims America's Godly Heritage - Politics in the
Voting Booth".  The United States was built on a godly foundation, a
kingdom foundation.  Unfortuntately, these days it is hard to find
God in both of our political parties.  Phil Robertson shares what's
tearing our country apart and what we can do to unite.  His 'Jesus
Politics' reveals the antidote to America's soul sickness.

The 700 Club 8/5/2020 10:00 AM;
8:00 PM

60 min. "Connecting to a Greater Story".  In his new book, "A Greater Story:
My Rescue, Your Purpose, and Our Place in God's Plan", author Sam
Collier shares how to close the racial divide through authentic
relationships, learning to speak one another's language, and
listening for understanding.  Each of us is living a story - the story of
our life.  When your story connects with God's story, it leads to a
greater story.  You activate the promises that God has made for
those who seek His will.

The 700 Club 8/14/2020 10:00 AM;
8:00 PM

60 min. "Beyond Valor:  A World War II Story of Extraordinary Heroism,
Sacrificial Love, and a Race Against Time".  Honoring his late
grandfather, Henry Eugene 'Red' Erwin, a WWII hero who carried a
flaming bomb from a plane, author Jon Erwin's new book, "Beyond
Valor", tells one soldier's extraordinary tale of bravery, heroism,
faith, and devotion.  'Amazing...  A thrilling and poignant story of
patriotism that all Americans can be stirred, moved, and
encouraged by.'
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The 700 Club 8/17/2020 10:00 AM;
8:00 PM

60 min. "Learn to Lead Yourself Before Influencing Others".  In his new
book, "Help! I Work With People!", Pastor Chad Veach challenges
emerging leaders to first discipline themselves.  'No one is born a
perfect leader.  Your influence with others begins with who you are
and how well you lead yourself.  Focus on others and make that
genuine connection rather than focus on yourself.  Learn to balance
and prioritize what is important.  You cannot give to others what
you don't have inside you.'  Asking God for direction is his first
priority every day.  'Build into your life a routine that leads you to
godliness and to a place of being ready and available for God to use
you that day.'

The 700 Club 9/2/2020 10:00 AM;
8:00 PM

60 min. "Promoted for a Purpose".  In his new book, "Born for Significance",
Bethel Church's Sr. Pastor Bill Johnson reveals the purpose, process
and peril of promotion when God desires to bless His children.
'When we demonstrate the heart and maturity, humility and
obedience to handle God's blessings, He is glorified, we are
strengthened, and the people around us benefit.  God uses trials
("the potter's hands"), pride, inner thoughts and emotions to
prepare people to rightly handle promotion, through which He can
produce godly character.'

The 700 Club 9/3/2020 10:00 AM;
8:00 PM

60 min. "Pray Like Every Moment Matters".  Chrystal Evans Hurst, Faith
Speaker, Podcast Host, and Author of "The 28-Day Prayer Journey",
encourages her readers to converse with God throughout their day
like they would a best friend, family member or spouse.  She
teaches that prayer releases His provision, intervention and favor.


